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Chapter 2
Photo-controlled deactivation of immobilised lipase
Lipase from Candida rugosa was immobilised on a quartz surface using an
azobenzene-containing, bifunctional linker, which allows deactivation of the
immobilised enzyme by irradiation with visible light.

This chapter is based on:
C. Poloni, W. Szymanski, B. L. Feringa, Chem. Commun., 2014, 50, 12645-12648.

Chapter 2

2.1 Introduction
The challenge to control biological functions in a non-invasive manner, using light,
has greatly stimulated the development of biocatalytic systems with intrinsic
photoresponsive properties.1 These systems have potential applications in numerous
fields, such as biosensing, diagnostics, optobioelectronics and signal amplification.2
Especially in applications in which the enzymatic activity has to be precisely adjusted
(initiated or terminated) in time, with little perturbation to the sample, light offers
unparalleled advantages as easily applied, external and orthogonal control element.
Photocontrol over biocatalytic activity has been achieved by creating a responsive
environment, which can be based on a light-switchable polymer3 or a surfactant,4 or
alternatively by random5,6 or site-selective7 incorporation of photoswitchable units
within the structure of the enzyme. In general, the incorporation of photoswitches
involves modification of enzymes in solution, taking advantage of the nucleophilicity of
certain amino acids that can react with azobenzene6 or thiophenefulgide derivatives.8
Papain and -chymotrypsin were modified, using this approach, with photoswitchable
units bearing an activated ester moiety.2 Willner et al. have reported on a redox
enzyme, glucose oxidase, which was randomly modified with a spiropyran derivative
and subsequently immobilised on a gold electrode via a short linker, showing, in the
presence of a redox mediator, a photocontrolled optoelectronic response.2
The immobilisation of biocatalysts on the surface of porous materials can enhance
their stability and decrease the cost involved in biotechnological processes.9,10 It is,
therefore, highly desirable to take advantage of both the immobilisation of enzymes
and the photoresponsive properties described above. While the random incorporation
of molecular photoswitches into enzymes has proven successful in the preparation of
photocontrolled biocatalysts,2,5,7,8 the photoswitches have not, to the best of our
knowledge, been used as covalent linkers for the immobilisation of enzymes on solid
supports.
We describe here a new approach for the immobilisation of an enzyme on a surface
via a photoswitchable linker (Fig. 1). We envisioned that providing an additional

Figure 1: Immobilisation of lipase on a quartz surface through a photoswitchable linker.
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attachment point for the photoswitches, introduced non-selectively onto the reactive
amino acid side chains in the enzyme, would reduce the flexibility of the photoswitch
and might result in highly-pronounced photoresponse. The photoisomerisation of the
azobenzene linker might change the orientation of the active site of the enzyme with
respect to the surface or, when there are multiple attachment points between the
enzyme and the surface, it might result in a distortion of the active site (Fig. 1). In
addition, the photoisomerisation of the azobenzene, due to the large change in dipole
between trans (0D) and cis (3D) isomers,1 could change the polarity of modified
surface, which can have a significant influence on the biocatalytic properties of the
immobilised protein (Fig. 1).11

2.2 Results and Discussion
Towards the photocontrol of enzyme activity, a quartz coverslip, decorated with an
azide-modified silane, was functionalised with an amine-bearing azobenzene 1 (Fig. 2)
as the photoswitchable linker (Fig. 1). Subsequently, lipase from Candida rugosa, was
immobilised using glutaraldehyde as the connection between the amine-bearing linker
and lysine-NH2 groups on the surface of the protein.12 This modification of a widelyused12 aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES)/glutaraldehyde method for the enzyme
immobilization was chosen for its often-reported simplicity and efficiency.
We designed the bifunctional photoswitchable linker 1 (Fig. 2) to enable modularity
in the preparation of quartz-immobilised lipase (Fig. 1). It incorporates in its structure
a terminal acetylene, for the attachment to an azide-decorated quartz surface via
Cu(I)-catalysed Huisgen azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC),13 and an amine group that
can be attached to lysine residues in the enzyme via a glutaraldehyde spacer.9,14
Photoswitchable linker 1 was synthesised from 4-aminobenzoic acid in good yield
(61% over 6 steps). Diazotization of 4-aminobenzoic acid and its subsequent reaction
with phenol solution gives the azobenzene 3. Selective modification of 3 at the
phenolic oxygen was achieved by firstly reaction with propargyl bromide and
subsequent hydrolysis of the ester moiety to give 5. Transformation of azobenzene 5
into acid chloride and reaction with N-Boc-ethylenediamine leads to azobenzene 8.
The deprotection of the amine under acidic conditions yields the azobenzene 1.
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Figure 2: Scheme of synthesis for azobenzene linker 1 and model compound 2.

Model compound 2 (Fig. 2), containing the triazole moiety, was synthesized to
study the behavior of the azobenzene unit in solution. Irradiation of trans-2 at  = 365
nm results in its photoisomerisation to the cis form, manifested by a decrease of the
symmetry-allowed -* transition band at 352 nm and the appearance of a new
absorption band at 438 nm (n-* transition) (Fig. 3a). A high photostationary state,
with ≥ 95% cis isomer present in the irradiated sample, was observed by 1H NMR (see
Experimental Section). Notably, the azobenzene switch does not show fatigue with
irradiation over at least five switching cycles in methanol (Fig. 3b). From kinetic
studies, the half-life for the cis isomer to reisomerise to the trans isomer in methanol
at RT was found to be 100 min (Fig. 3c). Azobenzene 2 fulfills all the requirements
needed in our assembly, i.e. a fast switching process with high photostationary state
and a relatively thermally-stable cis form.
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Figure 3: Switching cycle for compound 2. a) UV-vis absorption spectra of trans- and cis-2 (20
-6
x 10 M solution in MeOH). b) Switching cycle of 2 followed by UV-vis spectroscopy at 352
nm. c) Increase in absorbance at 352 nm followed in time in the dark at rt. Blue line
represents the measured changes in absorbance, black line represents the fitting with single
exponential decay.

The strategy used in the preparation of the photoswitchable immobilised enzyme is
shown in Fig. 4. Quartz coverslip 9 was cleaned and activated with Piranha solution
and subsequently functionalised with azido-silane 10 to give surface 11.15 A CuAAC
reaction was then used to anchor azobenzene 1 to the surface. Compound 12,16 an
oligo(ethylene glycol) with an alkyne functional group, was used to obtain mixed
layers.17 Compound 12 does not react with the enzyme, therefore, by using various
ratios of azobenzene 1 and compound 12 (between 0.1 and 100% with respect to 1)
during the reaction, it was possible to determine the dependence of the enzymatic
activity on the coverage of azobenzene on the surface. Quartz coverslips 13 were then
reacted with glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer to form an imine moiety and a free
aldehyde functionality (14), which can react with the free amino groups of solventexposed lysine residues of lipase from Candida Rugosa to form 15.
Surface modification was monitored by contact angle measurements and UV-vis
absorption spectroscopy. The contact angle for the clean quartz surface was 5°. Upon
functionalization with 10, the contact angle increased to 62°, which is associated with
an increase in hydrophobicity. When the enzyme is anchored, as in 15, the contact
angle decreased slightly to 56°, although it shows a strong dependence on the mol% of
12 used in the CuAAC reaction: the higher the content of 12 on the surface, the lower
the contact angle, as expected for a mixed layer with an increased proportion of
hydrophilic oligo(ethylene glycol) units.
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Figure 4: Immobilisation of lipase from Candida Rugosa through the photoswitchable
linker 1. a-d indicate the mol% of 1 (100-0.1) with respect to 12 in the mixture. KPB=
Potassium phosphate buffer.

UV-vis absorption spectroscopy provides additional evidence of surface
functionalization. The characteristic azobenzene absorption at 348 nm was observed
for the quartz surface 13a functionalised with the switch (Fig. 5a). By applying
sequential irradiation with = 365 nm and visible light (>400 nm), the trans-cis
isomerisation of the azobenzene 1 anchored to the surface was achieved (Fig. 5b). The
process was reversible over at least 2 cycles with little fatigue observed. Importantly,
these changes were also observed when the enzyme was anchored via the
azobenzene linker to the surface i.e. 15a (Fig. 5c,d), which confirms that the reversible
isomerization of the photoswitch is retained in the presence of the enzyme. The
reversible photoswitching behaviour has been shown for the coverslip 15a, fully
modified with 1: this proves that also an overcrowded environment makes the
photoswitching possible and we assumed that, in the systems in which compound 1 is
diluted on the surface with 12 (15b-d), the photoisomerisation also occurs.
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The standard enzyme activity assay used in this study is based on the lipasecatalysed hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl butyrate to p-nitrophenol, which can be
quantified by following the increase in absorbance at 442 nm.18
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Figure 5: a) UV-vis absorption spectra of clean quartz surface 9, azide-bearing surface 11,
azobenzene-modified surface 13 and glutaraldehyde-modified surface 14a. b) The switching
cycle of 13. c) UV-vis absorption spectra of lipase-modified surface 15a. d) The switching
cycle of 15.

Lipase-modified coverslip 15a does not show a significant difference in enzymatic
activity after irradiation with  = 365 nm and after irradiation with white light (Fig. 6a).
With a mixed surface, comprising the oligo(ethylene glycol) and the enzyme bound via
an azobenzene linker (15b, 15c), it was possible to decrease the enzyme loading on
the surface and a significant difference in enzymatic activity between the surfaces
irradiated with = 365 nm and with white light was observed (Fig. 6a). This
phenomenon is probably associated with the less dense packing of the enzyme on the
surface, which increases its conformational flexibility and enables more pronounced
changes upon irradiation. For lipase-modified coverslip 15d the enzymatic activity is
comparable to that of the non-catalysed hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl butyrate (PNB) in
TRIS HCl buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5). The largest change in enzymatic activity was obtained
for lipase-modified coverslip 15c, comprising a mixed layer system with 1% of
compound 1.
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These conditions for immobilization were used for further investigation. The
enzymatic activity was measured directly for at least three different lipase-modified
coverslips (15c) and the average of these measurements are the enzymatic activity
values reported in Fig. 6b. The activity was measured after immobilisation, after
irradiation with visible light and after irradiation at = 365 nm. The average enzymatic
activity of modified lipase-modified coverslips is 0.28 ± 0.14 M cm-2 min-1. After
irradiation at = 365 nm, the enzymatic activity for lipase-modified coverslip is 0.23 ±
0.08 M cm-2 min-1, showing no significant change. On the contrary, the enzymatic
activity drops to 0.04 ± 0.01 M cm-2 min-1 after subsequent white light irradiation (Fig.
6b), which constitutes an approximately 8-fold change (Fig. 6b). Although the
photoisomerisation of azobenzene occurs for at least 2 cycles (Fig. 5d), a reversible
change in enzyme activity was not observed (Table 1).
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Figure 6: Change in specific activity for lipase modified coverslips. a) Change in specific
activity for coverslip area-normalised of lipase-modified coverslips 15a-15d upon irradiation.
b) Change in specific activity (coverslip area-normalised) of lipase-modified coverslip 15c,
n=3.
Wash

= 365 nm

White light

 = 365 nm (after white light
irradiation)

3.73E-04
3.49E-04
3.00E-04
4.4E-05
3.57E-04

1.93E-04
3.19E-04
1.7E-04

5.48E-05
2.99E-05
5.00 E-06

1.7E-06
3.82E-05
2.5E-05

Average
(2.8±1.4)E-04

Average
(2.3±0.8)E-04

Average
(0.4±0.1)E-04

Average
(0.4±0.2)E-04

-2

-1

Table 1: Enzymatic activity (mM cm min ) for lipase-functionalized coverslips 15c.
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Assuming that the azobenzene is initially anchored on the surface mainly in its
trans-form, we expected that irradiation at 365 nm, which induces the trans-cis
isomerisation, should effect the orientation of the enzyme with respect to the surface
and, therefore, the activity. Instead, deactivation of the enzyme on the surface was
observed after irradiation with white light, i.e. upon cis-trans isomerisation.
Several control experiments were executed to validate the results described above.
The first studied issue is the inactivation due to irradiation with white light. Irradiation
selectively at = 400 nm (3 x 330 mW, λmax = 401 nm, FWHM 13.5 nm), instead of
white light, was used. It resulted in ~50% isomerisation to trans isomer of compound 2
(Fig. 7a), and proportional decrease in enzymatic activity was observed (Fig. 7b). This
supports the assumption that the decrease in activity is correlated to the isomerization of the
azobenzene unit.

a

b

Figure 7: Selective irradiation at = 400 nm. a) UV-vis absorption spectra for compound 2, after
irradiation at = 365 nm, after irradiation at = 400 nm for 1 min, 2 min, 5 min, 20 min and
after irradiation with white light. b) Specific activity for coverslip area-normalised of lipasemodified coverslips 15c upon irradiation at  = 365 nm and after irradiation at = 400 nm.

The aim of the second control experiment was to establish if irradiation with white
light or light at λ = 365 nm influences the enzymatic activity in solution. For this
purpose, the enzymatic activity of lipase in solution was measured, then λ = 365 nm or
white light irradiation was applied and the activity was measured again (Fig. 8).
Neither the use of white light, nor the irradiation at = 365 nm influences the activity
of the unmodified enzyme in solution (Fig. 8). Therefore the observed changes in
activity (Fig. 6) must be related to immobilization.
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Figure 8: a) Enzymatic activity for lipase in solution (0.017 mg/mL, TRIS HCl buffer 50 mM, pH
7.5, PNB 1mM) before and after irradiation with white light and at = 365 nm light.

The final remaining issue was to check whether the irradiation-induced change in
activity is caused by desorption of the enzyme from the surface (Fig. 9). This control
experiment was performed by checking the residual activity of the solutions for the
enzymatic assay after the removal of the enzyme-functionalized coverslips. The rates
of observed residual activities in the solutions, from which the non-irradiated and
irradiated coverslips were removed, are comparable to the rate of non-catalyzed
hydrolysis (Fig. 9b). This observation indicates that the irradiation does not result in
the desorption of the active biocatalyst from the coverslip.

a
 = 365 nm
5 min

White light
5 min

5 min

b

Figure 9: a) Schematic representation of the experimental setup. b) Rates of reaction for
hydrolysis in the solutions from which the coverslips were removed for: freshly prepared 15c,
after = 365 nm irradiation, after white light irradiation, the rates of reaction for the catalyzed
15c and non-catalyzed hydrolysis.
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As a consequence of the described control experiments, the irreversible change in
activity of lipase on the quartz surfaces after irradiation with white light can be
attributed only to the isomerisation of the photoswitchable linker or to the changes
that this induces in the surface-bound enzyme (Figure 1).

2.3 Conclusions
There are many factors that can affect the activity of a biocatalyst upon
immobilisation, including hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions, hydrogen bonding and
salt bridges, and the effect of limited diffusion.12 In the presented system, in view of
the reports on the influence of the surface polarity on the activity of immobilised
enzymes,12 we attribute the irreversible change in activity to the change in polarity of
the surface upon the cis-trans isomerisation of the linker, rather than to a change in
orientation of the enzyme with respect to the surface.
To our knowledge, this system constitutes the first example of covalent
immobilisation of an enzyme with a photoswitchable linker. The design of the linker
with two groups, possessing orthogonal reactivity, enables a modular approach to be
taken to immobilise enzymes on surfaces. The photoswitch formed in the CuAAC
reaction has a high photostationary state (95% cis) and high thermal stability of the cis
form (t1/2 = 100 min). Upon attachment of the enzyme, a stable immobilisate is
formed, and, although not yet in a reversible manner, its activity can be changed by
white light irradiation to a significant extent. The present results open up new
approaches for biosensor construction, especially in analytical applications2 where the
duration of enzymatic reaction is crucial and it has to be terminated in a manner that
is mild and orthogonal to other elements of the system.

2.4 Acknowledgments
The synthesis of compound 1, 2, 3-8 was performed by Dr. Wiktor Szymanski. We
thank Prof. Wesley Browne for discussions.
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2.5 Experimental Section
2.5.1 Synthesis
All chemicals were obtained from commercial sources and used as received unless stated
otherwise. Lipase from Candida Rugosa (lyophilized, fine powder, 15-25 U/mg) was obtained
from Sigma Aldrich. Solvents were reagent grade. Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was
performed using commercial Kieselgel 60, F254 silica gel plates, and components were
visualized with KMnO4 or phosphomolybdic acid reagent. Flash chromatography was
performed on silica gel (Silicycle Siliaflash P60, 40-63 m, 230-400 mesh). Drying of solutions was
performed with MgSO4 or Na2SO4 and solvents were removed with a rotary evaporator.
Chemical shifts for NMR measurements were determined relative to the residual solvent peaks
(CHCl3,  = 7.26 ppm for hydrogen atoms,  = 77.0 for carbon atoms). The following
abbreviations are used to indicate signal multiplicity: s, singlet; d, doublet; t, triplet; q, quartet;
m, multiplet; br s, broad signal. HRMS spectra were obtained on a Thermo scientific LTQ
Orbitrap XL. Melting points were recorded using a Buchi melting point B-545 apparatus. UV/Vis
absorption spectra were recorded on an Agilent 8453 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer using
Uvasol grade solvents. Irradiation experiments were performed with a spectroline ENB280C/FE UV lamp (365 nm) and Thor Labs OSL1-EC Fiber Illuminator (white light). Irradiation at
= 400 nm was performed with a LED system (3 x 330 mW, λmax=401 nm, FWHM 13.5 nm,
Sahlmann Photochemical Solutions).

12: 2,5,8,11,14-pentaoxaheptadec-16-yne was prepared according to a literature procedure.

19

20

3: 4-(4-Hydroxyphenylazo)benzoic acid (modification of a literature procedure). To an icecold solution of 4-aminobenzoic acid (17.5 mmol, 2.40 g) in 1.8N aqueous HCl (35 mL) was
added dropwise a cold solution of NaNO2 (17.5 mmol, 1.29 g) in water (2.5 mL). The yellow
mixture was stirred at 0-5 C for 1 h under a N2 atmosphere. Sulfamic acid (160 mg) was added
and the mixture was added dropwise to a cold solution of phenol (17.5 mmol, 1.66 g) and
sodium acetate (2.41 g) in 1.0 M aq. NH4OH (33 mL). The cooling bath was removed and the
reaction mixture was stirred at rt for 1 h. Acetic acid (3.0 mL) was added and the precipitate
was filtered off and washed with cold acetone, yielding 3 (4.02 g, 16.60 mmol, 95%). Red solid.
1
3
3
H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD): 6.93 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.86 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.89
3
3
1
(d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H, ArH), 8.15 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H, ArH); H NMR spectrum in agreement with
20
published data.
5: 4-(4-Propargyloxyphenylazo)benzoic acid. 4-(4-Hydroxyphenyl-azo)benzoic acid (3) (2.07
mmol, 500 mg) was dissolved in acetonitrile (20 mL). Propargyl bromide (8.00 mmol, 860 µL, as
a 80% solution in toluene) was added, followed by potassium carbonate (6.00 mmol, 828 mg).
The mixture was heated at reflux overnight. The volatiles were evaporated and the residue was
dissolved in 1N aq. HCl (40 mL) and extracted with ethyl acetate (3 x 40 mL). The combined
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organic phases were dried (MgSO4) and filtered through a plug of silicagel to afford, upon
evaporation of the solvent, product 4 (623 mg, 95%); orange powder. Rf = 0.68
1
4
(pentane/AcOEt, 7:3, v/v); Mp. 127-128 °C; H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): 2.54 (t, J = 2.0 Hz, 1H,
4
4
4
CH2CCH), 2.57 (t, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H, CH2CCH), 4.79 (d, J = 2.0 Hz, 2H, CH2CCH), 4.96 (d, J = 2.4 Hz,
3
3
3
2H, CH2CCH), 7.11 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.92 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.96 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H,
3
ArH), 8.21 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, ArH); Product 4 was used immediately in the next step.
Compound 4 (63 µmol, 20 mg) was dissolved in a mixture of methanol (1.8 mL) and
tetrahyrofuran (1.8 mL). Aqueous sodium hydroxide (1N, 1.5 mL) was added and the mixture
was stirred at rt for 2 h. The volatiles were evaporated, the residue was dissolved in aqueous
HCl (1N, 20 mL) and extracted with ethyl acetate (2 x 20 mL). The organic phases were
collected, dried and the solvent was evaporated to yield product 5 (17.5 mg, 99%); orange
1
powder. Rf = 0.10 (pentane/Et2O, 1:1, v/v); Mp. 230-231 °C; H NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d6): 
4
4
3
3.17 (t, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H, CH2CCH), 4.95 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2H, CH2CCH), 7.23 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H, ArH),
3
3
3
13
7.98 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, ArH), 8.01 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H, ArH), 8.22 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, ArH); C
NMR (50 MHz, acetone-d6): 55.8, 76.9, 114.7, 115.4, 122.3, 124.9, 130.7, 131.9, 147.3, 155.2,
160.9, 166.1. HRMS (ESI-) calc. for C16H11N2O3: 279.0768, found: 279.0764.

7: 2-azidoethyl propylcarbamate. A solution of propyl isocyanate (5.00 mmol, 469 μL), 2azidoethanol (5.20 mmol, 452 mg), triethylamine (12.5 mmol, 1.74 mL) and DMAP (10 mg) in
DCM (7.0 mL) was heated at reflux for 20 h. The volatiles were evaporated, the residue was
taken up in Et2O (30 mL), washed rapidly with 1N aq. HCl (3 x 25 mL), aq. saturated NaHCO 3 (2 x
25 mL) and brine (25 mL). The organic phase was dried (MgSO4) and the volatiles were
1
evaporated to yield pure compound 7 as a slightly yellow oil (700 mg, 81%). H NMR (400 MHz,
3
CDCl3):  0.93 (t, 3H, J = 7.6 Hz, CH3CH2), 1.49-1.58 (m, 2H, CH2CH3), 3.13-3.20 (m, 2H, CH2NH),
13
3.44-3.48 (m, 2H, CH2N3), 4.22-4.28 (m, 2H, CH2O), 4.81 (br s, 1H, NH); C NMR (100 MHz,
CDCl3): 11.1, 23.1, 42.8, 50.3, 63.3; HRMS (ESI+) calc. for C6H13N4O2: 173.1033, found: 173.1033.

8: Tert-butyl (2-(4-((4-(propargyloxy)phenylazo)benzamido)ethyl)carbamate. A solution of 4(4-propargyloxyphenylazo)benzoic acid (5) (0.50 mmol, 140 mg) and DMF (40 μL) in THF (3.0
mL) was stirred under a N2 atmosphere at 0 °C. Oxalyl chloride (4.00 mmol, 340 μL) was added
dropwise. When the evolution of gas ceased, the cooling bath was removed and the reaction
mixture was stirred at rt for an additional 1 h. Evaporation of volatiles followed by drying in
1
vacuo yielded compound 6 (148 mg, 99%) as a red solid. H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6):  3.64
4
4
3
(t, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H, CH2CCH), 4.93 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2H, CH2CCH), 7.19 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.90
3
3
3
(d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.93 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H, ArH), 8.10 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H, ArH). Compound 6
was used in the next step without further purification. To an ice-cooled solution of 4-(4propargyloxyphenylazo)benzoyl chloride (6) (0.50 mmol, 149 mg) in DCM (10 mL) was added NBoc-diaminoethane (1.00 mmol, 160 mg) followed by triethylamine (1.0 mmol, 140 μL) and
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DMAP (5 mg). The cooling bath was removed and the reaction mixture was stirred at rt for 1 h.
The solvent was evaporated and the product 8 was purified by flash chromatography (Silicagel,
40-63 μm, pentane/AcOEt, 9:1 to 4:6, v/v) to yield 0.46 mmol (93%) as a red powder. Mp. 1631
4
164 °C; H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  1.42 (s, 9H, (CH3)3), 2.57 (t, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H, CH2CCH), 3.364
3.48 (m, 2H, CH2NH), 3.52-3.62 (m, 2H, CH2NH), 4.77 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2H, CH2CCH), 5.14 (br s, 1H,
3
3
NHBoc), 7.08 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.44 (br s, 1H, NH), 7.88 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.93 (d,
3
3
13
J = 9.2 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.95 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H, ArH); C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3):

HRMS (ESI+) calc. for C23H26N4O4: 445.1846, found: 445.1851.

10: 2-Azidoethyl (3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl)carbamate. A solution of 3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl
isocyanate (5.00 mmol, 1.24 mL), 2-azidoethanol (5.20 mmol, 452 mg), triethylamine (12.5
mmol, 1.74 mL) and DMAP (10 mg) in DCM (7.0 mL) was heated at reflux for 20 h. The volatiles
were evaporated, the residue was taken up in AcOEt (40 mL), washed rapidly with 1N aq. HCl
(30 mL), saturated aq. NaHCO3 (30 mL) and brine (30 mL). The organic phase was dried (MgSO4)
1
and the volatiles were evaporated to yield pure 10 as a slightly yellow oil (1.01 g, 60%). H NMR
3
(400 MHz, CDCl3):  0.61-0.66 (m, 2H, CH2Si), 1.23 (t, 9H, J = 6.8 Hz, CH3CH2), 1.60-1.68 (m, 2H,
3
3
CH2CH2Si), 3.15-3.23 (m, 2H, CH2NH), 3.45 (t, 2H, J = 4.8 Hz, CH2N3), 3.82 (q, 6H, J = 6.8 Hz,
3
13
CH3CH2), 4.23 (t, 2H, J = 4.8 Hz, CH2O), 5.03 (br s, 1H, NH); C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): 7.5, 18.2,
23.2, 43.4, 50.3, 58.4, 63.2, 155.8; HRMS (ESI+) calc. for C12H27N4O5SiNa: 357.1570, found:
357.1560.
1: N-(2-aminoethyl)-4-((4-(prop-2-yn-1-yloxy)phenyl)diazenyl)benzamide. To an ice-cooled
solution of tert-butyl (2-(4-((4-(propargyloxy)phenylazo)benzamido)-ethyl)carbamate (8) (0.46
mmol, 196 mg) in DCM (7.0 mL) was added TFA (1.0 mL). The cooling bath was removed and
the reaction mixture was stirred for 90 min at rt. The solvent was evaporated and the product
was purified by flash chromatography (Silicagel, 40-63 μm, AcOEt to AcOEt/MeOH 9:1, v/v ) to
1
3
yield 110 mg (0.34 mmol,74%) of a red oil. H NMR (400 MHz, acetone-d6): 1.19 (t, J = 7.2 Hz,
3
2H, NH2), 3.18 (t, J = 2.4 Hz, 2H, CCH), 3.82-3.94 (m, 2H, CH2NH), 4.02-4.07 (m, 2H, CH2NH2),
4
3
3
4.94 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2H, CH2CCH), 7.20 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.91 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H, ArH),
3
3
3
13
7.98 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, ArH), 8.17 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H, ArH); 9.41 (t, J = 4.8 Hz, 1H, CH2NH); C
NMR (75 MHz, acetone-d6):
HRMS (ESI+) calc. for C18H19N4O2: 323.1502, found: 323.1497.

2:
(E)-tert-butyl(2-(4-((4-((1-(2-((propylcarbamoyl)oxy)ethyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-4yl)methoxy)phenyl)diazenyl) benzamido)ethyl)carbamate. A pre-incubated (10 min) mixture
of CuSO4 (0.050 mmol, 12.5 mg) and sodium ascorbate (0.10 mmol, 20 mg) in water (1.0 mL)
was added to a stirred solution of compound 8 (0.26 mmol, 110 mg) and compound 7 (0.50
mmol, 86 mg) in DMSO (3.0 mL). After stirring overnight at rt, the reaction mixture was diluted
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with AcOEt (100 mL) and washed with water (50 mL) and brine (3 x 50 mL). The organic phase
was dried (MgSO4) and the volume of the sample was reduced to ~20 mL. Addition of pentane
(40 mL) resulted in a formation of a precipitate which was filtered off, washed with pentane
1
and Et2O and dried to yield product 2 (44 mg, 57%) as a brown solid. H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO3
d6): 0.80 (t, 3H, J = 7.2 Hz, CH3CH2), 1.32-1.38 (m, 2H, CH2CH3), 1.36 (s, 9H, (CH3)3), 2.85-2.88
3
(m, 2H, CH3CH2CH2), 3.08-3.12 (m, 2H, CH2NH), 3.27-3.31 (m, 2H, CH2NH), 4.34 (t, 2H, J = 5.2
3
Hz, CH2CH2triazole), 4.61 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 2H, CH2CH2triazole), 5.27 (s, 2H, OCH2triazole), 6.883
3
6.93 (m, 1H, NHBoc), 7.20 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H, CH3CH2CH2NH), 7.24 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.90
3
3
3
(d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.93 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H, ArH), 8.00 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H, ArH), 8.28 (s, 1H,
3
13
triazoleH), 8.59 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H, NHBoc);
C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6):

HRMS (ESI+) calc. for C29H39N8O6: 595.2992,
-6
3
-1
-1
found: 595.2984. UV-Vis (20 x 10 M in MeOH): λmax = 352 nm, ε352 = 19.7 x 10 M cm .

2.5.2 Surface modification
CAUTION: Piranha solution, used in this procedure, is potentially explosive. It must be
handled with extreme caution. Disposal: Piranha solution should not be stored in a closed
container. Piranha solution must not be disposed with organic solvents. Solution must be
cooled down to room temperature prior to waste storage. It has to be diluted by pouring into
excess water before disposal.
The synthesis is reported in Fig. 4.
Quartz microscopy coverslips were cleaned using piranha solution (conc. H2SO4 : 30% H2O2, 3:1,
v/v), rinsed with water (2x) and MeOH (2x), dried under N 2 stream and cleaned by a plasma
cleaner (1 min, 100% O2, 1.5 mbar).
Contact angle measurements were recorded on a Data Physics contact angle goniometer and
the contact angle was calculated using the software provided by the company. The reported
data are the average of the contact angles measured for three drops for every quartz coverslip.
11: Azide-functionalized quartz coverslips was prepared according to procedure described in
Chapter 3.
13: Azide-functionalized quartz coverslips were immersed in a 2 mM solution comprising a
mixture of compounds 1 and 12 (from 0.1 mol% to 100 mol% 1) and 1 mol% CuSO4·5H2O and 5
mol% sodium ascorbate relative to alkyne moieties, in DMF/H2O (9:1). After 1 d, the coverslips
were sonicated in DMF and MeOH (1 min each), and then dried under a N 2 stream.
14: Azobenzene-functionalized quartz coverslips were immersed in 10% v/v solution of
glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer (0.1M, pH 7.9-8.1) at rt. After 1 d, the coverslips were
sonicated in water (2x) and then dried under a N2 stream.
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15: Glutaraldehyde-functionalized quartz coverslips were immersed in a solution of Lipase from
Candida rugosa (13 mg in 10 mL phosphate buffer 0.1M, pH 7.9-8.1) at rt for 1d. After 1d, the
coverslips were sonicated in water (5 x 1 min) and then dried under N2 stream.

2.5.3 Spectroscopic Studies
1

PSS determination of 2 by H-NMR
1

A saturated solution of compound 2 in CD3OD was prepared and the H-NMR spectrum was
recorded showing >97% trans-2 (Fig. 10a). The solution in the NMR tube was irradiated for 30
1
min with  = 365 nm light and the H-NMR was spectrum was recorded showing >95% cis–2
(Fig. 10b).

a

b

c

ppm
1

Figure 10: a) Aromatic region of H-NMR spectrum for thermally adapted >97% trans–2. b)
1
1
Aromatic region of H-NMR spectrum for PSS-mixture with >95% cis – 2. c) Superimposed HNMR spectra trans–2 and cis–2. Solvent: CD3OD.
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UV-Vis studies on compound 2
-6

A solution of compound 2 (20 x 10 M in MeOH) was irradiated with white light for 1 min and
the UV-vis absorption spectrum was recorded (Fig. 11a). Then the same solution was irradiated
with  = 365 nm light for 1 min (Fig. 11), while the absorbance spectrum was recorded every 10
sec.
-6
A solution of compound 2 (20 x 10 M solution in MeOH) was irradiated at 365 nm for 1 min.
The change in absorbance at 352 nm was subsequently measured. The increase of absorbance
at  = 352 nm was fitted with a single exponential curve.

a

b

y = 0.3847-0.32253*e-0.00694x
R2 = 0.9999
t0.5 = 100 min

Figure 11: UV-vis spectroscopy data for compound 2. a) UV-vis spectra of compound 2 (20 x
-6
10 M solution in MeOH) after 1 min white light irradiation, and after every 10 sec of  = 365
nm irradiation. b) Changes in absorbance at  = 352 nm in the dark for the cis - trans
isomerization. Blue line represents the measured changes in absorbance, black line represents
the fitting with single exponential decay.
UV-vis studies of the surface assembly
UV-vis spectroscopy measurements were carried out on dried quartz coverslips using a slip
holder in an Agilent 8453 UV-Visible spectrophotometer. Irradiation with  = 365 nm and white
light was carried out without removing the slips from the holder. The coverslips were irradiated
in cycles at = 365 nm for 5 min and white light for 2 min. Results are shown in Fig. 5.

2.5.4 Activity assay for lipase-functionalized coverslips
0.6 mL of 10 mM solution of p-nitrophenyl butyrate in iso-propanol was mixed with 5.4 mL TRIS
HCl buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5). Subsequently, the lipase-functionalized coverslip was immersed in
the solution. Every minute, the solution was removed and its absorbance at λ = 442 nm was
-1
-1
recorded ( = 3.07 mM cm ). The hydrolytic activity of the lipase-functionalized coverslip was
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corrected for the non-catalyzed hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl butyrate in buffer. After the
enzymatic assay, the cover slip was rinsed with milliQ water. Next, the coverslip was irradiated
with = 365 nm or white light and the enzymatic assay was repeated. The irradiation at =
365 nm was performed with dry coverslips for 1 h and white light irradiation was performed
with dry coverslips for 5 min (Fig. 2). For 15c, the assay was repeated for at least 3
functionalized quartz coverslips (Table 1).

-2

-1

u (mM cm min )

15a

15b

15c

15d

 = 365 nm

2.4E-04

2.3E-04

2.56E-04

1.58E-05

White light

2.11E-04

9.96E-05

4.23E-05

1.16E-05

Table 2: Enzymatic activity (coverslip area-normalized) for lipase-functionalized coverslips 15a15d.

2.5.5 Control experiments

Control experiment for enzymatic assay using a different irradiation source
1.

2.

-6

A solution of compound 2 was prepared in methanol (c= 20 x 10 M). The sample was
irradiated for 1 min at  = 365 nm, then irradiated for 5 min at  = 400 nm, then irradiated
for 1 min with white light, again at  = 365 nm and finally for 20 min at  = 400 nm. The
process was followed by UV-vis spectroscopy (Fig. 7a).
The enzymatic assay, described previously, was repeated for coverslip 15c. The coverslip
was irradiated at = 365 nm for 1h and then at  = 400 nm for 1 h. After irradiation at =
-3
-2
-1
365 nm, the enzymatic activity was 0,21·10 mM cm min and for the coverslip after
-3
-2
-1
irradiation at  = 400 nm, the enzymatic activity was 0,15·10 mM cm min (Fig. 7b).

Control experiments for enzymatic assay on lipase in solution
This control experiment was aimed at establishing if irradiation with white light or light at =
365 nm influences the enzymatic activity in solution. For this purpose, the enzymatic activity of
lipase in solution was measured, then = 365 nm or white light irradiation was applied and the
activity was measured again. (Fig. 8).
Conditions: 0.3 mL of 10 mM solution of p-nitrophenyl butyrate in iso-propanol was mixed with
2.65 mL TRIS HCl buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5). 0.025 mL of enzyme solution (0.017 mg/mL) in milliQ
-1
-1
water was added. Every 30 sec the absorbance at 442 nm was recorded ( = 3.07 mM cm ).
This procedure was repeated after irradiation of the solution with = 365 nm for 5 min and
then after white light irradiation for 5 min. The measured changes in absorbance at= 442 nm
are presented in Fig. 8.
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Control experiments for enzymatic assay on lipase-functionalized coverslips
This control experiment was aimed at checking if the irradiation results in the desorption of the
enzyme from the immobilisate (Figure 9).
Conditions: Three samples were prepared, each containing 0.6 mL of 10 mM solution of pnitrophenyl butyrate in iso-propanol and 5.4 mL TRIS HCl buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5). A
functionalized coverslip was immersed in the enzymatic assay solution for 5 min, then removed
and the absorbance of the solution at 442 nm was measured for 4 min. The same coverslip was
irradiated at = 365 nm for 5 min, immersed for 5 min in a fresh enzymatic assay solution and
then removed. The absorbance of the solution was measured again for 4 min. The same
coverslip was irradiated with white light for 5 min, immersed for 5 min in a new enzymatic
assay solution and then removed (Fig. 9a).
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Chapter 3
Applications of azobenzene switches for
Staudinger-Bertozzi ligation
A new family of azobenzene photoswitches was developed that can be introduced to
azide-bearing targets using Staudinger-Bertozzi ligation. In this chapter, the
modification of a quartz surface and a zinc finger domain, which are bearing an azide
functionality, are described.

This chapter is based on:
C. Poloni, W. Szymanski, L. Hou, W.R. Browne, and B. L. Feringa, Chem. Eur. J., 2014,
20, 946-951.
W. Szymanski, B. Wu, C. Poloni, D. B. Janssen, B. L. Feringa, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed.,
2013, 52, 2068-2072.
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3.1 Introduction
External control of biological processes in a reversible manner is a valuable tool for
studying, and eventually interfering, with living systems.1,2 Light has been used as a
external control element to achieve the control over biological processes because it is
a non invasive, bio-orthogonal stimulus. Nevertheless, this field has encountered many
challenges, e. g. toxicity and stability of the photoswitch in physiological conditions
and the ability to tune properties of photosensitive molecules depending on the
expected function to control.3 In recent years, azobenzenes became the class of
photoswitches most widely used to achieve controlled interference with many
different biological functions.1,2,4,5 They have been used to control peptide6 and DNA7
conformation and function, enzyme activity8 and pore function9. An azobenzenemodified surface allowed to control cell adhesion10 or motion of liquids.11
The success of these approaches depends on the possibility to introduce the switch
into biomolecules in a highly site-selective fashion. Lately, the selective
functionalization of an azide group is becoming a widely-used approach to
functionalize biomolecules, thanks to the high and selective reactivity of the azide
group.12 The development of methods that enable to insert an azide functionality into
a protein, greatly increased the application scope of this reaction.13 The common
azide-ligation reactions for biological systems are the copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne
cycloaddition (CuAAC),14 the strain-promoted copper-free azide-alkyne cycloaddition
(SPAAC)15 and the Staudinger-Bertozzi ligation.16
We envisioned that these reactions could also be used for the incorporation of
photoswitches into biomolecules in a site-selective and controlled manner. Such
selectivity was found to be fundamental to achieve the right level of photocontrol over
the properties and functions of biomolecules.17 Therefore we set off to develop a
system that permits to insert directly this photoswitchable unit into a macromolecule
in a selective fashion and without the use of any adducts.
The ideal reaction for the ligation of molecular photoswitches to azide groups
present on the biomolecule should proceed fast and with high conversion, without any
adducts (reagents or catalysts) and should have high selectivity towards the azide
function, thus avoiding the formation of side products. Furthermore, the reactants for
such conversion should be easy to prepare and soluble in water, as well as in organic
solvents. Finally, the reaction with the azide group should result in a rigid connection
to ensure the maximal translation of photoinduced changes in the molecular
photoswitch to the functional properties of the biomolecule. With these requirements
in mind, we decided to study the possibility of using the Staudinger–Bertozzi ligation
for incorporation of photoswitches into biomolecules, by making the aromatic moiety
used in this reaction a part of the chromophore system of the molecular photoswitch
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(Figure 1).
Three azobenzene photoswitches for Staudinger-Bertozzi ligation are described in
this chapter. Compound 1 is the simplest phosphine azobenzene molecule, whereas
compound 2 and 3 are the analogues with a short polyethylene glycol (PEG) chain and
a diethylamine group in the 4’-position, respectively. These substituents permit to
increase the solubility in water and to take advantage of the properties of push-pull
type azobenzenes, including the red-shift of the absorption maximum18 and the
shorter lifetime of the cis isomer in polar solvents.19 Push-pull azobenzenes have the
position 4 and 4’ occupied by an electron-withdrawing group and an electro-donating
group, respectively. This results in a strongly asymmetric electron distribution, which
modifies the optical properties of the azobenzene, moving the π-π* transition band
closer to the n-π* transition band,18 and shortens the lifetime in polar solvents due to
the presence of a resonance structure in which the two nitrogens of the diazo system
are connected by a single bond.19
In this context, it has to be emphasized that there is not an optimal lifetime value
for the less stable cis-isomer but the lifetime should be chosen depending on the
biological target: a fast process, like a neurological function, needs a short lifetime to
interfere with the process it-self, while a longer lifetime should be preferred for a slow
process, so there is no need of continuous irradiation to maintain the photostationary
state.2
In this chapter, the photochemical properties of molecules 1-3 and the products of
their ligation to azides are discussed. Two applications are exploited: the
photoswitchable Staudinger-Bertozzi tags are used for modification of a quartz surface
as well as for modification of a DNA-binding-peptide.

Figure 1: Staudinger-Bertozzi ligation of molecular photoswitches to an azide-bearing target.
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3.2 Synthesis of compound 1-3 and their derivatives and
photochemical studies
Compounds 1-3 can be synthesized in two to three steps from the common
precursor 420 (Figure 2). Compound 1 is synthesized by the Mills reaction of 4 with
nitrosobenzene under acidic conditions, yielding compound 5, which is converted to 1
using a palladium-catalyzed cross-coupling with diphenylphosphine. For compounds 2
and 3, the first step of the synthesis is a diazotization reaction, followed by the
reaction with potassium phenolate or N,N-diethylaniline to obtain compounds 6 and 7,
respectively. The reaction of compound 6 with the commercially available PEGbromide leads to the formation of the alkylated product, which can be converted to
compound 2 using a cross-coupling reaction with diphenylphosphine. Compound 3 is
obtained under the same catalytic condition, starting from compound 7 (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Scheme of synthesis for compounds 1-3.

To study the efficiency and selectivity of the ligation of compounds 1-3 with azidebearing molecules, we investigated their reactions with benzyl azide as a model
substrate to obtain compounds 1a-3a (Figure 3a). We used also the simple Staudinger
tag 8 for comparison, which gave after reaction with benzyl azide molecule 8a.
Inspired by the study on the mechanism of the Staudinger ligation by Bertozzi et al.,21
we used 31P NMR spectroscopy to analyze the progress of the reaction at given points
in time. The reaction of 1 shows full conversion after 16h, whereas the reaction with 3
arrives at 80% conversion within 16h, similar to the reaction with compound 8
(Figure 3b).
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8h
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Figure 3: Study of the efficiency and selectivity of the ligation of compounds 1-3. a) Model
31
Staudinger-Bertozzi ligation for compound 1-3 and 8 with benzyl azide. b) P NMR spectra
obtained by monitoring the model reactions for compound 1 and 3, compared to model
substrate 8. Conditions: for 1 and 8 (23.5 mM) with 2.0 eq. of benzyl azide in the presence of
30 eq. of D2O in CD3CN:CDCl3 1:1 (vol/vol) at rt; for 3 (18.8 μmol,9.3 mg) dissolved in CD3CN
(0.4 mL) and CDCl3 (0.4 mL), D2O (10 μL) at rt.

The photochemical properties of compounds 1a-3a were studied to gain more
information on the behavior of these switches. Compound 1a has a max at 330 nm in
aqueous buffer with 10%vol acetonitrile (Figure 4a) and azobenzene 2a, due to its pushpull nature, shows a max at 361 nm in aqueous buffer with 2%vol acetonitrile (Figure
4b). 18 The azobenzene 3a shows even stronger red-shift of max, towards 473 nm in
aqueous buffer with 10%vol acetonitrile (Figure 4c), consistent with other push-pull
azobenzenes known in the literature.22,23
The irradiation of trans-1a and trans-2a at  = 365 nm leads to the formation of the
cis form. For both these switches, the process is reversible upon irradiation with white
light. The switching cycle could be repeated at least seven times in aqueous buffer
(Figure 4d,e).
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Figure 4: Photochemical behavior of compounds 1a and 2a. a) UV-vis spectra for trans-1a (solid
-6
line) and cis-1a (dashed line), 16 x 10 M in 50 mM TrisHCl buffer, pH 7.5, with 10%
-6
acetonitrile. b) UV-vis spectra for trans-2a (solid line) and cis-2a (dashed line), 30 x 10 M in 50
-5
mM TrisHCl buffer, pH 7.5, with 2% acetonitrile. c) UV-vis spectrum for trans-3a, 3 x 10 M in 5
mM TrisHCl buffer, pH 7.2, with 10% acetonitrile. d) Switching cycles for compound 1a. e)
Switching cycles for compound 2a. f) Thermal stability of the photoirradiated state of 1a, 16 x
-6
10 M in 50 mM TrisHCl buffer, pH 7.5, with 10% acetonitrile, in the dark at rt. Changes in
absorbance at  = 330 nm prior to (0-41 h) and after alternating irradiation with white light and
 = 365 nm light.
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The photostationary state (PSS) of azobenzene 1a in aqueous buffer was estimated
by HPLC to be 80%. It was not possible to quantify the PSS for compound 2a in
aqueous buffer due to its faster re-isomerization. However compound 2a shows high
PSS in chloroform (95%).
The thermal stability of the cis-1a and -2a isomers in the dark was studied in CDCl3
at 50 C by 1H NMR spectroscopy and half-lives on the order of hours were measured
(257 min for azobenzene 1a, 69 min for azobenzene 2a). In aqueous buffer, the halflife of cis-2a is ca. 50 s at 21 C, much shorter than the one observed in organic
solvent, which is consistent with the fast cis–trans isomerization process observed for
push-pull azobenzenes in polar media.19 A remarkable effect was observed upon
studying the thermal stability of cis-1a in aqueous medium (t1/2 > 41 h). Upon
prolonged incubation of the photoirradiated sample in the dark at room temperature,
we observed a very slow increase in absorbance at  = 330 nm (Figure 4f), thus
indicating an intriguingly slow thermal re-isomerization. After 41 hours, the sample
was irradiated with white light, which resulted in efficient switching back to the trans
isomer. Following the irradiation with white light, several irradiation cycles were
performed to demonstrate that the molecule fully retained its switchable behavior
upon prolonged incubation in aqueous buffer (Figure 4f). The observed unusual
thermal stability of cis-1a in aqueous medium (t1/2 > 41 h) places this molecule among
the azobenzenes with highly thermostable photostationary states. Only very few
systems are known to have similar stabilities,24 for example the tetra substituted
ortho-fluoro azobenzenes25 or azobenzene molecules that are part of heterocyclic
systems26 or locked in supramolecular cages.27
The photochemistry of compound 3a is the one associated with push-pull
azobenzene; therefore the cis-trans isomerization is really fast in polar media. The
lifetime in methanol at room temperature was measured by laser-flash photolysis and
it was determined to be 403 ms (Figure 5a). Using the same technique, in TRISSO4
buffer, the lifetime was determined to be 0.500.04 ms (Figure 5b).
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 = 0.500.04 ms
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Figure 5: Thermal cis-trans isomerization of compound 3a. a) 1.50 x 10 M in methanol at
293 K, monitored at = 430 nm following excitation at 532 nm (6 ns full width at half maximum
-5
(FWHM), 10 Hz,3 mJ); b) 7.0 x 10 M in 10% MeCN/5 mM TRIS·SO4, pH 7.2 at 293 K, recorded at
λ = 460 nm upon 532 nm irradiation (6 ns FWHM, 10 Hz, 3 mJ). Points correspond to measured
data; lines represent the fitting with single exponential decay.

3.3 Applications of azobenzenes 1-3
After the photochemical analysis of compounds 1a-3a, we set off to explore
different possible applications where the photoswitchable Staudinger-Bertozzi tags 1-3
could be used, including the modification of quartz surfaces and peptides.28
The first application was the modification of quartz surfaces with azobenzenes 1-3.
A piranha-cleaned quartz coverslip (A, Figure 6) was decorated with azide groups by
reaction with azido-silane 9 to give surface B (Figure 6). The modification was
confirmed by the change of the water contact angle from 5±1˚ (hydrophilic surface A)
to 62±3˚ (hydrophobic surface B). Azide-bearing quartz coverslip could be
functionalized with the three different azobenzenes (1-3) by Staudinger-Bertozzi
ligation, yielding surface C (Figure 6). The reactions were performed by immersing the
quartz coverslip in a solution of 1-3 for three days, after which the coverslips were
cleaned by sonication in chloroform, acetonitrile, and methanol (1 min each).
Although no significant change in the water contact angle was observed (Figure 6, B to
C), the modification was confirmed by an appearance of a UV-vis absorption in the
range 350-550 nm, depending on the switch (Figure 7).
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Figure 6: Modification of an azide-decorated quartz slide with 1-3 and subsequent switching on
the surface. Contact angle measurements were carried out with water and 1N aq. HCl (values
in parentheses).

Furthermore, for the surface C modified with 3 (C-3, Figure 6), a lower contact
angle measured with 1N aq. HCl was observed compared with water (Figure 6), which
is consistent with the presence of basic amino groups that increase the hydrophilicity
of the surface upon protonation. Unfortunately, the reversible photoisomerisation on
the surface could not be confirmed for compound 3, as no significant changes in the
UV-Vis spectra and contact angle upon visible light irradiation were observed,
probably due to the fast re-isomerization of this photoswitch (Figure 7e).
In contrast, for compounds 1 (Figure 7c) and 2 (Figure 7d), it was possible to follow
the cycles of isomerization of the photoswitch attached on the surface: the sequential
irradiation at =365 nm (to obtain D; Figure 6) and with white light resulted in the
expected changes of absorbance (Figure 7c,d), thus indicating the presence of
azobenzene moieties on the surface. To exclude the possibility of non covalent binding
of compound 1-3 to the surface, we followed the same protocol as described in Figure
6 for azobenzenes 1-3, using 10 (Figure 6, insert), the oxidized analogue of 1, which
cannot act as a ligation tag. The surface obtained in this way did not show the
characteristic UV/Vis absorption properties described above (Figure 7b). Therefore we
could conclude that in the case of immobilization of compounds 1-3 on quartz
coverslip, the azobenzenes are covalently bound to the surface.
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Figure 7: UV-vis spectroscopy for quartz coverslips reported in Figure6. a) UV-vis spectra of
piranha-cleaned quartz coverslip A and azide-functionalized quartz coverslip B. b) Switching
cycle for quartz coverslip C, functionalized with 1 (C-1) and 10. c) UV-vis Spectra of quartz
coverslip C, functionalized with 1 (C-1), irradiated with 365 nm and white light. d) UV-vis
Spectra of quartz coverslip C, functionalized with 2 (C-2), irradiated with 365 nm and white
light. e) UV-vis spectra of quartz coverslip C, functionalized with 3, irradiated with 365 nm and
white light.
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Furthermore, we studied the possibility of introducing the azobenzene tag 3 to an
azide-decorated, functional peptide in aqueous conditions. As a model, the third zinc
finger in the mammalian factor Sp1 (Sp1-f3) was chosen.29 It belongs to the family of
C2H2-type zinc fingers, which are small DNA-binding motifs that mediate DNA-protein
interactions within cells, playing an important role in regulation of DNA expression.30 It
has already been shown that incorporation of azobenzene moiety into the N-terminus
of Sp1-f3 allows for a partial photocontrol over the binding of zinc finger to DNA31.
Using standard Fmoc-based Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis (SPPS), a modified
variant of Sp1-f3 was prepared, in which L-azidohomoalanine 11 (Figure 8) was
introduced in position 27 ([Aha27]-Sp1-f3, Figure 8 and Figure 9).
The modification point was chosen close the -helix region of the zinc finger, which
is directly involved in the interactions with DNA.29

Figure 8: Introduction of an azobenzene tag to azidohomoalanine-modified Sp1-f3 zinc
32
finger (structure adapted from pdb file, entry 1SP1 ).

The reaction of [Aha27]-Sp1-f3 with compound 3 was followed by HPLC and MS
analysis (Figure 9). After two days (Figure 9b), the product was formed, which, after
purification (Figure 9c), was subjected to MS analysis (Figure 10) and was confirmed to
be the expected Peptide 1 (Figure 8), with the azobenzene tag introduced via
Staudinger-Bertozzi ligation. UV-vis analysis of purified Peptide 1 (Figure 9) confirmed
the presence of the characteristic absorption band at ~500 nm, further support of the
incorporation of visible-light switchable azobenzene into the biologically-functional
peptide.
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d)
[Aha27]-Sp1-f3
m/z (ESI MS): 3536.14
calculated (M+1): 3536.19

a)

b)

Peptide 1
m/z (ESI MS): 3987.31
calculated (M+1): 3989.7

c)

27

27

Figure 9: Reaction of [Aha ]-Sp1-f3 with compound 3. a) HPLC trace of purified [Aha ]Sp1-f3 at 220 nm. b) HPLC trace of crude reaction mixture at 220 nm. c) HPLC trace of purified
Peptide 1 at 220 nm. d) UV-vis spectrum of purified Peptide 1 (~10 μM in water).

a

b

3829

c

MW = 3829

MW = 3987

Figure 10: a) MALDI spectrum for Peptide 1. b) ESI-TOF spectrum for Peptide 1. c)
Fragmentation of Peptide 1 occurring with MALDI analysis.
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Importantly, MS analysis of Peptide 1 had to be performed using Electrospray
ionization (ESI) technique. Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) cannot
be used: the laser used in MALDI has the maximum wavelength at  = 337 nm
therefore the azobenzene unit is fragmented and the MALDI trace shows the m/z of
the peak of the fragmentation products (Figure 10).
The Staudinger-Bertozzi ligation on [Aha27]-Sp1-f3 was also attempted on solid
phase, before the cleavage of the complete peptide from the resin. Compound 3 was
added in DMF/water solution to the resin. The HPLC trace of the mixture after
cleavage shows that the product is formed but the conversion is very low (Figure11).
[Aha27]-Sp1-f3 has a retention time of 18.28 min and the product Peptide 1 has a
retention time of 24.23 min (Figure11). The azide of Aha (position 3, counting from the
resin) is in proximity of the resin and therefore steric effects may prevent the reaction
from happening.
a

b

Figure 11: a) HPLC trace for the reaction mixture after cleavage form resin. b) UV-vis
spectrum from PDA detector in HPLC of the product with rt = 24.23 min, Peptide 1.

3.4 Conclusions
In summary, we present here a novel family of azobenzene switches which can be
incorporated into target systems bearing azide functionalities by Staudinger–Bertozzi
ligation in aqueous, as well as organic media and without any additional reagents or
catalysts. The molecular photoswitches, formed upon this ligation, show high fatigue
resistance for the reversible switching process in water, photostationary states with
up to 95% of the cis isomer, and thermal stabilities of the cis isomer ranging from
milliseconds to days.
Notably, the model product 3a, formed upon ligation, has an absorption maximum
in the visible range (>440 nm), characteristic of push-pull azobenzenes. Using laserflash photolysis, this isomerization was also confirmed at room temperature in
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methanolic and aqueous solutions. In the latter case, fast thermal relaxation of the cisisomer was observed, with a lifetime in the order of 0.5 ms.
In this chapter, possible applications of azobenzene switches that can be used as a
Staudinger tag are exploited. We conducted model studies on the use of compounds
1-3 for the introduction of azobenzene photoswitches on quartz surfaces.
To confirm that compound 3 can be used for the modification of biomolecules, we
present its application for site-selective incorporation of the photochromic residue
into the structure of azide-modified zinc finger protein. Attempts were made also to
use the photoswitch 3 directly in solid phase peptide synthesis, but the reaction is
prevented by steric hindrance probably due to the proximity of the azide functionality
to the resin.
We envision the application of the presented Staudinger–Bertozzi azobenzene
photoswitches in the photocontrol of fast biological processes, due to the reversible,
visible-light-induced switching process and fast thermal relaxation in aqueous
environment. In fact, visible light is not cancerogenic like UV light and the depth of
penetration into tissue is higher than for UV light.3
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3.6 Experimental Session
3.6.1 Surface modification
The surface modification is shown in Figure 6.
CAUTION: Piranha solution, used in this procedure, is extremely energetic and potentially
explosive. It must be handled with extreme caution. See Chapter 2.
Surface A: Quartz microscopy coverslips were cleaned using piranha solution (conc. H 2SO4 :
30% H2O2, 3:1, v/v), rinsed with water (2x) and MeOH (2x), dried under N 2 stream and cleaned
by a plasma cleaner (1 min, 100% O2, 1.5 mbar).
Surface B: Cleaned coverslips were immersed in a 2 mM solution of compound 9 in dry toluene
during 1 d at rt. Subsequently, the coverslips were sonicated in toluene and methanol (1 min
each) and then dried under a N2 stream.
Surface C: Azide-functionalized quartz coverslips were immersed in a 1 mM solution of
compounds (1, 2, 3, 10) in acetonitrile/chloroform (1:1) for 3 d at rt, sonicated in chloroform,
acetonitrile and MeOH (1 min each), and then dried under a N2 stream.

3.6.2 UV-vis studies on surfaces
UV-vis spectra are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 12.
UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements were carried out on dried coverslips using a slip holder in
an Agilent 8453 UV-Visible Spectrophotometer. Irradiation with UV and white light was carried
out without removing the slips from the holder. Due to the problems with the baseline level in
the experiments with two different quartz coverslip, the spectra from the two experiments
were aligned by assuming the same absorbance value at 500 nm for the two coverslips after
white light irradiation.

350

370

390

410

430

450

Wavelength, nm

Figure 12: UV-Vis spectra for monitoring the changes of absorption during the subsequent UV
and white light irradiation of azide-decorated quartz coverslips after incubation with
compound 10.
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3.6.3 Synthesis, analysis of [Aha27]-Sp1-f3 and Staudinger ligation to a model peptide
Analytical HPLC and RP-HPLC was carried out with Shimadzu equipment. Eluent A: 0.1 % TFA in
-1
acetonitrile. Eluent B: 0.1 % TFA in water. Gradient: 0 - 3 min, 10 % A; 3 - 58 min, 1.54% A min ;
Final: 95% A. For analytical RP-HPLC, a XTerra C18 3.0x150mm column (Waters) was used with
-1
a flow rate of 0.5 mL min and for semi-preparative RP-HPLC, a XTerra Prep C18 7.8x150mm
-1
column (Waters) was used with 1 mL min .
27

[Aha ]-Sp1-f3 (H2N-KKFACPECPKRFMRSDHLSKHIKTHQXKK-NH2),
(X = L-azidohomoalanine)
The peptide was synthesized on a 0.1 mmol scale by standard protocol of Fmoc chemistry with
the peptide synthesizer CEM Liberty, with CEM Discover microwave. Sieber resin was used
(0.69 mmol/g). The coupling step was performed with Fmoc-protected amino acid (5 eq), HBTU
(5 eq) and DIPEA (10 eq) in DMF. The Fmoc-deprotection step was performed with 5%
piperazine in DMP. Cleavage from the resin was performed with TFA:EDT:H 2O:TIS 94/1/2.5/2.5
for 2h. The product was precipitated with diethyl ether and isolated by centrifugation. The
crude peptide was purified by semi-preparative RP-HPLC. Ret. time: 15.24 min. ESI-MS: 3536.14
(M+1).
The HPLC trace is given in Figure 9a and the ESI/MS is shown in Figure 13.

27

Figure 13: ESI-MS trace of purified [Aha ]-Sp1-f3.
27

Peptide 1: Staudinger ligation on [Aha ]-Sp1-f3 in solution
27
0.2 mg (0.06 μmol) [Aha ]-Sp1-f3 was dissolved in 0.1 mL H2O and a solution of 3 (0.34 mg, 0.6
μmol, in 0.4 mL DMF) was added. The reaction mixture was stirred for 2 d at rt under N 2
atmosphere. 0.2 mL H2O was added and the reaction mixture was washed with DCM (0.5 mL) 3
times. The aqueous layer was freeze-dried and the product purified by semi-preparative RPHPLC. Ret. time: 20.73 min. ESI-MS: 3987.31 (M+1).
The HPLC trace is given in Figure 9c and the ESI/MS is shown in Figure 10c. The UV/vis
spectrum is shown in Figure 10d.
27

Peptide 1: Staudinger ligation on [Aha ]-Sp1-f3 on solid phase
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compound 3 (2 mg) were dissolved in DMF, 1%H2O mixture. The solution was added to 9 mg
-4
27
Sieber resin (3.6·10 mmol) with [Aha ]-Sp1-f3 attached and stirred for 1 d at rt. The resin was
washed with DMF (3 x 1mL), DCM (3 x 1mL) and diethyl ether (2 x 1mL). was dissolved in 0.1
mL H2O and a solution of 3 (0.34 mg, 0.6 μmol, in 0.4 mL DMF) was added. Cleavage from the
resin was performed with TFA:EDT:H 2O:TIS 94/1/2.5/2.5 for 2h. The product was precipitated
with diethyl ether and isolated by centrifugation and analyzed by HPLC.
The HPLC trace is shown in Figure 11a and The UV/vis spectrum from PDA detector is shown in
Figure 11b.
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27

Figure 14: a) HPLC trace of purified [Aha ]-Sp1-f3 (detection at 220 nm). b) HPLC trace of
27
purified [Aha ]-Sp1-f3 (detection at 500 nm). c) HPLC trace of crude reaction mixture
(detection at 220 nm). d) HPLC trace of crude reaction mixture (detection at 500 nm). e) HPLC
trace of purified Peptide 1 (detection at 220 nm). f) HPLC trace of purified Peptide 1 (detection
at 500 nm).
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